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Main Topics

 Analysing Gene expression from Bulk Mars-Seq

RNA-Seq pipeline: STAR +++ DESeq2



Mars-seq Workflow

Raw Reads

Preprocessing & 
Quality control 

(cutadapt
FASTQC)

Map the reads 
of each sample 
to the genome 

(STAR)

Use UMI (R2)

UMI gene counts 
per sample

(HTSeq)

Detect 
differentially 

expressed genes

(DESeq2)



Bulk Mars-seq Analysis

R2 contains UMI 

The 8 base UMI is used as an identifier of a specific transcript 
molecule of the gene
4^8 = 65536 theoretical possibilities



Using UMI to Remove PCR 
Amplification

In the analysis of Mars-Seq
data reads are considered 
duplicated, if they map to the 
same gene and have the same 
UMI (errors are not considered 
as duplicates in our pipeline).

Instead of counting reads we 
will count number of unique 
UMIs per gene.

This figure is adapted from Islam et al (2014)

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v11/n2/full/nmeth.2772.html#ref8


Mars-seq additional analysis steps

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI 



Step 1 Input -

R1

R2



Step 1 – Output: 
UMI moved from R2 to R1 read name



In BAM File Move UMI To FLAG



In BAM File Add Feature Tag and Mark 
Duplicates

Mark OK 

Mark AS DUPLICATE 



HTSeq

http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/count.html

Counts how many reads map to genes

Remove reads with TAG 
1024 and run HTSeq. 

HTSeq criteria to count 
Reads: 
• Uniquely mapped to the 

3’ of  gene



MARS-Seq: Run HTSeq with a 3’-UTR GTF File

100500

Count UMIs at a limited window in the 3’ UTR



Mars-seq Pipeline : Getting from Fastq files 
to gene counts

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI

2. Trim first 3 bases, adapter and poly A/T bases using cutadapt

3. Map the edited fastq using STAR

4. Modify BAM file - Move UMI from read name to a FLAG 

5. Sort and index the resulting bam using 'samtools sort' and 
'samtools index'

6. Run HTSeq on modified GTF file to produce raw counts

7. Add feature tag to bams (gene)  

8. Mark duplicate Reads

9. Run HTSeq to produce deDuplicated counts

10. Correct deDuplicated counts



Correcting for Barcode Clashing

UMI barcodes are assigned to fragments (semi-) 
randomly, so it might happen that two independent 
fragments get assigned the same UMI barcode. 

When the number of fragments mapping to a gene are 
low, there are few such clashes, and the effect on the 
counts is negligible. 

However, when the counts are of the same order of 
magnitude as the number of barcode options (4^bcLength) 
clashing becomes significant, and a correction should be 
incorporated.



Correction For Barcode Error

Sequencing errors inflate the apparent 
numbers of unique fragments sequenced

https://cgatoxford.wordpress.com/2015/08/14/unique
-molecular-identifiers-the-problem-the-solution-and-
the-proof/





Link to UTAP pipeline and manual

 UTAP Pipeline interface 

http://ngsbio.wexac.weizmann.ac.il

 UTAP Manual 
https://bbcunit.atlassian.net/wiki/pages/viewpage.action
?pageId=56524801

http://ngsbio.wexac.weizmann.ac.il/
https://bbcunit.atlassian.net/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=56524801


Thanks

Questions??


